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1. INTRODUCTION {#pds4297-sec-0001}
===============

Real‐world evidence (RWE) is obtained from analyzing real‐world data (RWD). The RWD is defined here briefly as data obtained outside the context of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) generated during routine clinical practice.[1](#pds4297-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#pds4297-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} This includes data from retrospective or prospective observational studies and observational registries; some consider data from single arm clinical trials as RWD. As stated in a 2007 International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) task force report, "Evidence is generated according to a research plan and interpreted accordingly, whereas data is but one component of the research plan. Evidence is shaped, while data simply are raw materials and alone are non‐informative." RWE can inform the application of evidence from RCTs to health care decision making and provide insights beyond those addressed by RCTs. RWD studies assess both the care and health outcomes of patients in routine clinical practice and produce RWE. In contrast to RCTs, patients and their clinicians choose treatments on the basis of the patient\'s clinical characteristics and preferences. However, since the factors that influence treatment choice in clinical practice may also influence clinical outcomes, RWD studies generally cannot yield definitive causal conclusions about the effects of treatment.

Currently, most regulatory bodies and Health Technology Assessment (HTA) organizations use RWE for descriptive analyses (eg, disease epidemiology, treatment patterns, and burden of illness) and to assess treatment safety (the incidence of adverse effects) but not treatment effectiveness, whereas other decision makers also leverage RWD to varying extents with respect to effectiveness and comparative effectiveness.[3](#pds4297-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} With increasing attention paid to the applicability of evidence to specific target populations, however, clinicians, payers, HTA organizations, regulators, and clinical guideline developers are likely to turn to RWE to sharpen decision making that heretofore had been guided principally by RCTs (frequently using a placebo control) in narrowly defined populations.

Commonly voiced concerns about RWD studies include uncertainty about their internal validity, inaccurate recording of health events, missing data, and opaque reporting of conduct and results.[4](#pds4297-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} Critics of such studies also worry that the RWE literature is biased because of "data dredging" (ie, conducting multiple analyses until one provides the hoped‐for result) and selective publication (ie, journals\' preference for publishing positive results).[5](#pds4297-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#pds4297-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#pds4297-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#pds4297-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} As a first step toward addressing these concerns, the ISPOR and the International Society for Pharmacoepidemiology (ISPE) created a task force to make recommendations regarding good procedural practices that would enhance decision makers\' confidence in evidence derived from RWD studies.

We define good procedural practices (or good "study hygiene") as policies about the planning, execution, and dissemination of RWD studies that help to assure the public of the integrity of the research process and enhance confidence in the RWE produced from RWD studies. Journal editors and regulatory agencies have established good procedural practices for pre‐approval RCTs, including study registration of trials on a public website prior to their conduct, the completion of an a priori protocol and data analysis plan, accountability for documenting any changes in study procedures, and the expectation that all RCT results will be made public.[9](#pds4297-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#pds4297-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} A statement of complementary practices for RWD studies of treatment effectiveness is lacking. Our report aims to fill this gap.

We differentiate 2 categories of RWD studies aiming to provide data on treatment effectiveness that may differ in their procedural approach: Exploratory Treatment Effectiveness Studies. These studies typically do not hypothesize the presence of a specific treatment effect and/or its magnitude. They primarily serve as a first step to learn about possible treatment effectiveness. While the quality of exploratory studies may be high and enrich our understanding, the process of conducting exploratory studies is generally less preplanned and allows for process adjustments as investigators gain knowledge of the data.Hypothesis Evaluating Treatment Effectiveness (HETE) Studies. These studies evaluate the presence or absence of a prespecified effect and/or its magnitude. The purpose of a HETE study is to test a specific hypothesis in a specific population. When evaluated in conjunction with other evidence, the results may lead to treatment recommendations by providing insights into, for example, whether a treatment effect observed in RCTs gives the same result in the real world where low adherence and other factors alter treatment effectiveness.

We note that both exploratory and HETE studies can provide important insights based on clinical observations, evolving treatment paradigms, and other scientific insights. However, *the focus of the recommendations in this report is good procedural practices for HETE studies* (ie, studies with explicit a priori hypotheses).

We recognize that procedural integrity is necessary but not sufficient for including RWD studies in the body of evidence that health policy makers use to make a decision. Other factors play a role, including the study design, adjudication of outcomes (if relevant), transparency and methodological rigor of the analyses, and size of the treatment effect among others. Nonetheless, the focus of this report is the role of procedural practices that enhance the *trustworthiness* of the larger process, with a particular focus on the effectiveness or comparative effectiveness of pharmaceutical and biologic treatments.

The scope of this report does not, by design, directly address several important considerations when RWD studies are reviewed by decision makers: Good practices for the design, analysis, and reporting of observational RWD studies (ie, methodological standards). These issues have been addressed by ISPOR, ISPE, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the European Medicines Agency, the European Network of Centres for Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacovigilance (ENCePP®), and the European Network for Health Technology Assessment.[11](#pds4297-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#pds4297-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#pds4297-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#pds4297-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#pds4297-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#pds4297-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#pds4297-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#pds4297-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#pds4297-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#pds4297-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#pds4297-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#pds4297-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#pds4297-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Their recommendations aim to improve the validity and relevance of RWD studies by adequately addressing methodological issues including confounding, bias, and uncertainty, which are the explicit objections raised by payers and regulatory bodies to using RWD studies to inform decision making.Good practices for the conduct of pragmatic clinical trials (pRCTs or PCTs). pRCTs are randomized trials with varying amounts of pragmatic (real world) elements, including the use of electronic health records or claims data to obtain study outcomes.[24](#pds4297-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}We take no position on whether, and in which context, policy makers may deem observational studies sufficiently transparent to routinely support initial regulatory approval and reimbursement.

The focus of this report is RWE examining the effectiveness of pharmaceutical or biologic therapies. Although the recommendations of this report will have relevance for all types of therapeutic health technologies, we recognize that applying these recommendations to technologies different from drugs (ie, medical devices) might require further refinement because of differences in the evidence required for regulatory approval.[25](#pds4297-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

The current report, led by ISPOR, is one product of the joint ISPOR‐ISPE Special Task Force. A second report, where ISPE took the lead, addresses transparency in the reporting of the implementation of RWD studies; this is a requirement for designing and executing studies to reproduce the results of RWD studies.[26](#pds4297-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The purposes of these 2 reports are complementary. They address several key aspects of transparency in overall study planning and procedural practices (ie, study hygiene) and transparent implementation of studies to facilitate study reproducibility. Along with available guidance documents on transparently reporting study results, these 2 reports aim to provide guidance that will ultimately lead to increased confidence in using RWE for decision making in health care.[18](#pds4297-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#pds4297-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#pds4297-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} We see our recommendations as the beginning of a public discussion that will provide an impetus for all parties to converge on broadly agreed practices. Our intended audiences include all relevant stakeholders globally in the generation and use of RWE including researchers, funders of research, patients, payers, providers, regulatory agencies, systematic reviewers, and HTA authorities. This report may also inform related current science policy initiatives in the United States and Europe, including FDA initiatives to expand use of RWE in drug labeling, FDA draft guidance regarding using RWE for medical devices, the 21st Century Cures legislation and Adaptive Pathways considerations.[29](#pds4297-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#pds4297-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#pds4297-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#pds4297-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}

2. RECOMMENDATIONS AND RATIONALES {#pds4297-sec-0002}
=================================

Our recommendations for good procedural practices for HETE studies are summarized in Figure [1](#pds4297-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}; they are presented, along with the rationales for these recommendations, below: A priori, determine and declare that study is a "HETE" or "exploratory" study based on conditions we outline below.

![Recommendations for good procedural practices for Hypothesis Evaluating Treatment Effectiveness Studies](PDS-26-1033-g001){#pds4297-fig-0001}

A HETE RWD study that aims to assess treatment effectiveness or comparative effectiveness intends to test a specific hypothesis in a specific population. It is analogous to a confirmatory clinical trial, which has been defined as "an adequately controlled trial in which the hypotheses are stated in advance and evaluated" (International Conference on Harmonization of Standards) for drug regulation purposes and discussed in other experimental contexts.[33](#pds4297-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#pds4297-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#pds4297-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

We recommend disclosing the rationale for the research question and for the study hypothesis to improve transparency and provide a basis for interpreting the study results (a compelling hypothesis increases the probability that the results are true). Study hypotheses may be derived from a variety of sources: an exploratory data analysis on other RWD sources, meta‐analyses or reanalyses (possibly on subgroups) of RCT data that reveal gaps in the evidence, results of other observational studies, changes in clinical practice, clinician or patient perceptions, expert opinion, decision models, or the underlying basic science. If the source was an exploratory analysis of a real‐world data set, it should be identified. The rationale for choosing the source of RWD for the HETE study should be described. Post a HETE study protocol and analysis plan on a public study registration site prior to conducting the study analysis.

The posting of a study protocol and analysis plan on a public registration site provides researchers with the opportunity to publicly declare the "intent" of the study---exploratory or hypothesis evaluation---as well as basic information about the study. Registration in advance of beginning a study is a key step in reducing publication bias because it allows systematic reviewers to assemble a more complete body of evidence by including studies that were partially completed or were inconclusive and therefore less likely to be published in a journal. For transparency, posting of exploratory study protocols is strongly encouraged.

A number of options are available for study registration of observational studies including the EU Post‐authorisation Study Register, ClinicalTrials.Gov, and HSRProj.[23](#pds4297-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#pds4297-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#pds4297-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} [ClinicalTrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov) was started by the National Institutes of Health\'s National Library of Medicine as a registry of publicly and privately supported clinical studies so that there would be public information about trials and other clinical studies on health technologies. While this site was designed for RCTs, some observational studies have been registered although the process is not an easy one. It may be possible to modify the site to facilitate the registration of observational studies. In 1995, National Library of Medicine began a similar effort---HSRProj---to provide information on health services research (which includes RWD studies). The HSRProj is a free, openly accessible, searchable database of information on ongoing and recently completed health services and policy research projects. While the stated purpose of HSRProj is to provide "information on newly funded projects before outcomes are published," registration records general information about study protocols. The EU Post‐authorisation Study Register, hosted by ENCePP, is a publicly available register of non‐interventional post‐authorization studies, with a focus on observational studies, either prospective or retrospective; it accepts study protocols and study results. The University hospital Medical Information Network---Clinical Trials Registry is also a publicly available register of observational studies as well as interventional studies, hosted by University hospital Medical Information Network Center in Japan.[38](#pds4297-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} In addition to these sites, health researchers should consider study registration sites developed by social scientists, who also developed a formal framework for describing research designs.[39](#pds4297-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} We recognize that none of the current options are ideal and will require further discussion among stakeholders. Publish HETE study results with attestation to conformance and/or deviation from original analysis plan. Possible publication sites include a medical journal or a publicly available website.

Full and complete reporting of HETE studies, along with the initial declaration of its hypothesis evaluation intent and study registration of the study protocol, is an important step toward earning the confidence of decision makers. Along with study registration, we recommend publishing HETE study results, together with the study protocol as proposed in Wang et al.[26](#pds4297-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#pds4297-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Comprehensive reporting involves several elements. Seek to publish a HETE study in a venue that the public can access easily, preferably through publication of a peer‐reviewed full manuscript or, if unpublished, on a publicly available website. Any publication must attest to any deviation from study protocol or the original data analysis plan, detailing the modified elements as they appeared in the original protocol and the final protocol. Some journals and funder websites now publish the study protocol. The publication should follow reporting guidelines: the RECORD/STROBE statements reporting guidelines for observational studies, the SPIRIT recommendations for the content of a clinical trial protocol, as well as making public the study design and operational study results (outlined in the ISPE‐led companion report).[26](#pds4297-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#pds4297-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#pds4297-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#pds4297-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} The coding rules and study parameters that generated the study results should be made publicly available. Enable opportunities for replication of HETE studies whenever feasible (ie, for other researchers to be able to reproduce the same findings using the same data set and analytic approach).

Full transparency in design and operational parameters, data sharing, and open access in clinical research will not only increase confidence in the results but will also foster the reuse of clinical data.[40](#pds4297-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} This is discussed in more detail in the ISPE‐led companion paper. This will depend if the data set can be made available for independent researchers. Perform HETE studies on a different data source and population than the one used to generate the hypotheses to be tested, unless it is not feasible.

When a clinically significant finding emerges from an exploratory analysis of observational data or a formal exploratory RWD study, good practice requires that a HETE study must analyze a different data source and population; otherwise, the HETE analysis risks replicating a finding that is specific to a given data source or population. Confirmation in a second, different database does not guarantee validity.[42](#pds4297-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#pds4297-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} There are situations when replication in another data source is for practical reasons impossible. For example, if an association with a rare outcome was detected in the FDA Sentinel data infrastructure of \>160 million lives, one would be hard pressed to find an equally sized high‐quality data source more representative of the at‐risk population. There are other situations where using the same data set may be appropriate. If the study hypothesis is sufficiently sharpened on the basis of the signal from an analysis of a subsample of a data set used for an exploratory study and there are no other available data sets, then the same data source may be considered for hypothesis evaluation.[44](#pds4297-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Because many consider this practice to be a departure from good science, a publication should acknowledge the risks involved in acting upon the results. In such cases, thorough reporting of how and why the data analysis plan evolved should be provided. Authors of the original study should work to publicly address methodological criticisms of their study once it is published.

Public discussion of disagreements regarding methodology is important to both the credibility of RWD studies and to advancing the field of observational research. Authors may want to collaborate on reanalysis with colleagues raising the criticism, while in other cases they may make needed information/data available to facilitate reanalysis. Publishing or posting on a public website criticisms and responses or reanalyses based on these comments would be useful. Include key stakeholders (eg, patients, caregivers, clinicians, clinical administrators, HTA/payers, regulators, and manufacturers) in designing, conducting, and disseminating the research.

Many would agree that stakeholder involvement, particularly, but not limited to, patients, helps ensure that RWD studies address questions that are meaningful to those who will be affected by, or must make decisions based on, the study\'s results (eg, Kirwin et al[44](#pds4297-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} and Selby et al[45](#pds4297-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). However, participation of stakeholders in research is evolving, and best practices are still emerging. The best way to involve stakeholders is to be clear about the intent of stakeholder engagement, particularly for RWD studies. Investigators should consult regulators, HTA authorities/payers, clinicians, and/or patients on study design, survey instruments, outcome measures, and strategies for recruiting and dissemination via advisory panel meetings, review of protocols, or other means. The specific consultative needs will depend on the intended use of the study, end points involved, novelty of the approach, perceived reliability of the data, and other factors. The experience at the Patient‐Centered Outcomes Research Institute is useful in this regard.[46](#pds4297-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#pds4297-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#pds4297-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}

3. DISCUSSION {#pds4297-sec-0003}
=============

In health care, RWD studies are often the only source of evidence about the effects of a health care intervention in community practice and should be included in the body of evidence considered in health care decision making. Effective health care decision making relies not only on good procedural practices, as described in the *Recommendations* above, but also on methodologically sound science, transparency of study execution as discussed in the companion ISPE report, and appropriate interpretation of the evidence. Decision makers have to evaluate RWD study results in light of the usual criteria for causal inference.[49](#pds4297-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} Decision makers who embrace evidence‐based medicine will look to the best available information on effectiveness, which will mean results from RCTs, RWD HETE studies, and rarely RWD exploratory studies. Prudence dictates that caution be exercised when using RWD studies as part of the evidence considered for informing policy decisions. Particularly for exploratory RWD studies, greater detail should be expected by decision makers regarding the study procedures and conduct; decision makers should thoroughly understand as how and why the analysis deviated from the original protocol and data analysis plan evolved. A publication should acknowledge the risks involved in acting upon the results. Greater transparency comes with study registration, and therefore, greater credibility should be given to studies that are registered prior to their conduct, whether exploratory or HETE.

To date, lack of confidence in observational research (eg, RWD studies) has slowed the uptake of RWE into policy,[50](#pds4297-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} and many of the concerns have focused on methodological issues and deserve a brief mention. Threats to the validity of RWD studies of the effects of interventions include unmeasured confounding, measurement error, missing data, model misspecification, selection bias, and fraud.[51](#pds4297-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Scholarly journals publish many observational studies, often without requiring the authors to report a thorough exploration of these threats to validity. Unless the authors identify these threats and provide guidance about how they could bias study results, consumers of observational studies must trust the study authors to conduct the study with integrity and report it transparently. Of equal concern for decision makers is the perceived ready opportunity for selective choice and publication of RWD study results.

Establishing study registration as an essential element in clinical research will discourage the practice of ad hoc data mining and selective choice of results that can occur in observational health care studies.[52](#pds4297-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} However, from the strict point of view of scientific discovery, study registration per se may be neither completely necessary (methodologically sound studies with large effect sizes may be useful regardless of study registration prior to their conduct) nor sufficient (study registration does not guarantee quality or prevent scientific fraud). Nevertheless, when possible we recommend study registration because a public record of all research on a topic would reduce the effect of publication bias, which in turn would significantly augment the credibility of a body of evidence. It encourages deliberation, planning, and accountability, which enhances the trustworthiness of the research enterprise itself.

Even when researchers use sound methods and good procedural practices, the ultimate responsibility devolves onto decision makers to interpret study results for relevance and credibility; a joint ISPOR‐AMCP‐NPC Good Practices Report specifically addresses this purpose.[17](#pds4297-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} For example, in large observational databases, even small effect sizes may be statistically significant, but not clinically relevant to decision makers.

As detailed in the ISPE companion paper, sharing of data sets, programming code, and transparent reporting about key decisions and parameters used in study execution enhances the credibility of the clinical research enterprise.[26](#pds4297-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The proprietary nature of some data, the intellectual property embodied in the full programming code, and privacy concerns are realities; however, clear reporting about the parameters used in study execution could provide transparency. Given the feasibility challenges with data sharing, alternative solutions to facilitate reproducibility and transparency may need to be explored.

While regulatory bodies typically accept RWD studies for the assessment of adverse treatment effects, we believe that concerns about study integrity are part of the reason for the relatively limited adoption of RWD studies as credible evidence for beneficial treatment effects. Indeed, in the future, if not now, post‐regulatory approval RWD studies will generate the majority of the information about the benefits and harms associated with therapies. The current situation is not optimal since RCTs cannot answer all policy‐relevant questions and typically have limited external validity. Moreover, RCTs have become increasingly expensive and difficult to execute successfully. In addition, the increased focus on identifying the predictors of treatment response heterogeneity requires data sets that are far larger than typical RCTs can provide. RWE based on RWD studies in typical clinical practice is critical to the operation of a learning health system---providing timely insights into what works best for whom and when and for informing the development of new applications for existing technology.

We recognize that some of the recommendations in this report may not be widely adopted without appropriate incentives from decision makers, journal editors, and other key stakeholders. It is beyond the scope of this report to suggest what appropriate incentives might be. A stakeholder meeting is being planned for October 2017 by ISPOR to begin a process of dissemination of these recommendations and to elicit input regarding a variety of issues including what would be the best venue for study registration and what might be appropriate incentives for encouraging adherence to the recommendations.

We believe that the recommendations of this ISPOR/ISPE task force can, in concert with earlier recommendations about study methodology, provide a trustworthy foundation for the expanded use of RWE in health care decision making.
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